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As a designer. I love
u s i n g w a l l p a p e r
and I am absolutely

thrilled that it is one of the
strong trends in home décor
for 2015. Wallpaper can
be incorporated in pretty
much any space in your
house as long as it is not
overly done. At the same
time, it must be carefully
c h o s e n i n o rd e r t o a d d
impact or drama to the space
it is being featured in.

I f y o u a r e c o n s i d e r-
ing using wallpaper for an
entire room, then powder
rooms, small baths or laun-
dry rooms are best for that. It
is fun to go funky and bold in
those small spaces.

Another great look, if you
want to use it all around a

room, would be to put it only
one-third or half-way up a
wall and put wainscoting or
trim work below. It is a great
way to break up the impact
of the wallpaper and not
overpower the room.

How do you pick wall-
paper? The best way is by
selecting a colour, pattern
or style that appeals to you.
There is no right or wrong.
It can be geometrics, leafs,
d o t s, s q u a re s, d a ma s k,
birds, landscapes, lines or
textures — as long as it grabs
your attention. Remember
it is only being used on one
wall and usually as a focal
point.

Go big or go home
Sometimes clients are

afraid to put prints or strong
colours and therefore gravi-
tate towards a lighter more
neutral paper that almost
looks like paint. I always say
it costs money for the paper
and the labour to do wall-
paper so make it worth your
while. It is not intended to
be subtle, that’s what paint
is for. You can’t go wrong as
long as it is within the col-
ours of your space.

Choose something that
will have longevity in your
personal taste since wall-
paper is harder to paint and
remove. Keep in mind that
even if it is bold ,it shouldn’t
be something that you will
tire of easily. Some patterns
like damask or stripes are
classics and tend not go out
of style.

It is okay to mix traditional
prints within a modern set-
ting. Often people think
their house is modern and
they can’t put a certain print
or pattern in it. Quite the
opposite, in many modern
settings, a beautiful classic
print can be very stunning
and add a lot of interest. A
mixture of classic traditional
and modern can also add a
beautiful, eclectic touch to a

space.
Ensure the textures are

appropriate with the use of
the space. A soft light velvet
wallpaper in a high traffic
area or bathroom may not
be a good practical idea as it
may get dirty fast. However,
in a master bedroom it could
be perfect.

There are so many textures
out there — from brick and
stones, metallic, crocodile,
leather, bamboo — use the
texture that best describes
the boldest element of your
space and emphasize it.

Wallpaper is no longer a
“taboo” forbidden element,
it has come a long way and
when tastefully chosen, it
can give a big bang to any
room. If you’re going to use
it in 2015, make it count and
don’t be afraid to get out of
your comfort zone!

— Designer Catherine-Lucie
Horber is principal of Royal
Interior Design Ltd., which

provides decorating, staging
and renovating services for

both small and full-scale
residential projects in the

GTA. For more information,
visit www.royalinterior

design.ca.
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There is no right or wrong when it comes to wallpaper. It can be geometrics, leafs, dots, squares or landscapes,
as long as it grabs your attention.

In many modern settings, a beautiful classic print can
be very stunning and offer a lot of interest.

How do you pick wallpaper? The best way is to select
a colour, pattern or style that appeals to you.


